Template: Small Flying Crow

from Martha Stewart Living | www.marthastewart.com

Print template and cut out.
TILING INSTRUCTIONS
Print template. Trim left side and bottom of each sheet along crop lines. Tape sheets together, aligning sides labeled with same letter; cut out.
Template: Small Perched Crow
from Martha Stewart Living | www.marthastewart.com

Print template and cut out.
TILING INSTRUCTIONS
Print template. Trim left side and bottom of each sheet along crop lines. Tape sheets together, aligning sides labeled with same letter; cut out.
Print template and cut out.
TILING INSTRUCTIONS
Print template. Trim left side and bottom of each sheet along crop lines. Tape sheets together, aligning sides labeled with same letter; cut out.
Template: Large Landing Crow

from Martha Stewart Living | www.marthastewart.com